
Setup
Setting up your environment

First things first, your environment must be prepared to operate the PicoScope 2000 Series. This includes
installing some necessary drivers and libraries to interact with PicoScope 2000 Series.

Installing PicoScope 7

First, PicoScope 7 must be installed. PicoScope 7 allows you to view readings from the oscilloscope, and
also includes drivers that are necessary for the PicoSDK, which will be installed later.

PicoScope 7 can be downloaded for free from the PicoTech website.

Press ‘Download PicoScope 7’, and you will be redirected to the download page.
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Then, follow the instructions to download and install PicoScope 7 for your respective operating system. Linux
Mint 20+ users should follow instructions for Ubuntu 20.04 LTS

Installing Python

Installing Numpy, Scipy & Matplotlib

Numpy is an essential module for number processing and maths. PicoSDK internally uses Numpy, so Numpy
must be installed to use the PicoScope from Python.

Matplotlib is a module that is used for creating charts and plots. We will use it for plotting voltage against
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time.

Scipy is a module that acts as a superset of Numpy. Scipy offers some more advanced features than Numpy,
whilst using the same data types as Numpy does.

To install these 2 modules, open a terminal and use the following command:

pip install numpy scipy matplotlib

If you have a permission error, use the following command:

pip install --user numpy scipy matplotlib

Installing PicoSDK for Python

The PicoSDK is used to operate a PicoScope 2000 Series from Python. Installing PicoSDK requires down-
loading the source first from GitHub

• First, download the source as a ZIP from the PicoTech GitHub

• Then, extract the ZIP file
• Finally, open the folder containing the extracted files in a terminal, and use the command python
setup.py install to install the module. As before, if this fails due to permission errors, use python
setup.py install --user

Connecting PicoScope 2000 Series

Plug the PicoScope 2000 Series into your computer using one of the USB ports. The PicoScope should
now be visible within the PicoScope 7 software. Your PicoScope 2000 Series should come with a small bag,
containing some tools and probes. To ensure that your readings are correct, the probes need to have their
compensation configured.

To configure the compensation, remove the head from the probe (if on), to see the metal needle underneath,
and attach the probe to channel A. Then, insert the metal needle into the AWG channel. Flick the switch on
the probe to 10X mode.

Then, in PicoScope 7, select the Generator tab from the left-hand side. Turn it ON, with the type as Square
Wave, frequency as 1 kHz, and amplitude as 2 V. A pattern should appear.
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Change channel A to ±1 V and move the trigger (yellow diamond) close to 0.

If the square wave has corners that are curved above or below the top of the wave, use the small screwdriver
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from the pack to twist the screw on the probe’s connector until the curves go away, and you have a clean
square wave.

Ensure that you close PicoScope 7 before proceeding, as the PicoScope is only accessible via one program
at a time.

Checking device information

Now, we can use the PicoSDK to interact with the oscilloscope. To test this, let’s write a small program to
achieve the following:

• Open the PicoScope 2000 Series unit from Python
• Get the serial number and device model
• Close the device again

First, create a new Python project. This will vary depending on the editor you are using, so for the sake of
genericity I’ll use a new folder, containing a single Python file called device_info.py. Then, open this
folder in whatever editor you are using (I will be using PyCharm). The file can then be opened from the
left-hand sidebar.

For this first program, the aim is to be able to obtain device information. First, the relevant PicoSDK compo-
nents need to be imported. This includes just one component for now: the object for managing a PicoScope
2000 Series interface.

from picosdk.ps2000 import ps2000
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The ps2000 object exposes some generic driver functionality, including a method open_unit() which will
create a new device object, representing an interface between the physical oscilloscope and your program.

from picosdk.ps2000 import ps2000

device = ps2000.open_unit()

The device object has a few useful attributes. The first of which is device.handle, which will be used
extensively later. The other is device.info, which we can print to show some information about the device.

from picosdk.ps2000 import ps2000

device = ps2000.open_unit()
print('Device info: {}'.format(device.info))

This code overlooks an important step, which is to close the device after using it, similar to how files must be
closed. This can be done simply with device.close(),

from picosdk.ps2000 import ps2000

device = ps2000.open_unit()
print('Device info: {}'.format(device.info))

device.close()

or, using a with statement:

from picosdk.ps2000 import ps2000

with ps2000.open_unit() as device:
print('Device info: {}'.format(device.info))

An example output from this is:

Device info: UnitInfo(
driver=<picosdk.ps2000.Ps2000lib object at 0x7ff469a68be0>,
variant=b'2204A',
serial=b'IW015/519')

although note that the serial and variant may be different on your oscilloscope.

The with statement should be familiar from opening and using files in Python. This syntax will therefore be
favoured, although either will work fine.
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